


Unleashing the potential of ‘Energy as a Service’ - Senapt’s visionary software is

redefining todays energy, for tomorrow’s consumer.

Discover a trifecta of bespoke software solutions, fully utilising Smart Grid capabilities

to deliver an informed and fluid service to consumers - increasing business efficiency

and streamlining operational costs.

Redefining
energy services
for a sustainable
tomorrow
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The devastating impact of climate change has already triggered a transition to

renewable and sustainable energy that is nowwell underway. However renewable

and distributed energy is unpredictable. The economic shock created by the

COVID-19 pandemic has further changed themarket dynamics and prompted the

need for even robust energy platforms that can address these great challenges

head-on and provide energy suppliers with the tools they need to seize the

opportunities that these challenges bring.

Senapt's Energy-as-a-Service platform, (SenaptEaaS) is a holistic approach to the

new era of sustainable energy with an imperative to drive the cost of energy down

for the consumerwithout affecting the profitability of the supplier.

As the first dedicated Energy-as-a-Service platform in the UK, purpose built from

scratch to leverage the opportunities in themarket today, SenaptEaaS gives

suppliers the tools they need to define the new era of energy.

Farouk Alhassan
Founder&CEO
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Senapt’s technology coupled with
systems integration from Tilix Energy
has helped Logicor create a business
environment where ideas flow into

solutions seamlessly.
DavidBowen

Logicor, CEO



The shifting
energy paradigm

As the energy landscape evolves; retail electricity providers have been pursuing

strategies capable ofmanaging the perpetual growth of consumer demands and

changing attitudes – such as environmental concerns and a greater demand

for transparency. This necessitates a reassessment of the relationship between

energy and thosewho consume it, which in turn has encouraged an equally

important reconsideration of the traditional power system.

SenaptEaaS supersedes the ‘passive’ consumermodel with an exciting triple

threat of software solutions, designed to facilitate amore collaborative approach

tomanaging energy demand.
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Introducing the
Senapt family
Revolutionising energy as a service, Senapt boasts a trifecta of bespoke

consumer-supplier centric software solutions, encouraging sustainability

through the simplification of data, accessibility and accuracy in their application.

Senapts Eaas solutions are developed to boost business efficiency and customer

retentionwith consumption-based chargingmodels,AI debtmanagement, our

pioneering approach to energy rate plans andmanymore features.



Withminimal upfront costs for energy suppliers, yet sufficiently scalable to satisfy

the demands of the changing energy landscape - SenaptCRM’s innovative, cloud-

native platform and consumption-based pricing delivers awin for all.

SenaptCRM
Aconsumer focused future
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SenaptCRM’s embeddedDCCConnection removes the ‘middleman’ and associated

charges to fully leverage all the features of DCCwithout restrictions or throttling.

Third party adapters are also supported.

EMBEDDEDDCCNATIVE CONNECTION

Designed and developedwith a legacy of energy industry experience, SenaptCRM

is optimised to run only on the infrastructure it needs and nomore,maintaining a

responsive and stable user experience.

ENERGYANDCLOUDNATIVE

Senapt offer a unique consumption-based chargingmodel, facilitating cash flow

even during lean periods in business.

INCREASE FINANCIAL STABILITY

Allows a supplier to ensure inclusion of all the critical cost components that

affect a tariff from both regulatory and business perspective. Allowing the system

to actively track the supplier’s exposure and ensuring that all tariffs are profitable

from day one.

SENAPTS TARIFF PRICE FACTORS



Almost all energy suppliers in the UKAlmost all energy suppliers in the UK

use a third party managed service touse a third party managed service to

connect to their smart meters. Senaptconnect to their smart meters. Senapt

allows you to connect directly to harnessallows you to connect directly to harness

real-time data.real-time data.

Unleash the full
potential of Smart
Grid Technology

Senapt facilitates flexibility across the social spectrumwith

innovative Time of Use Tariffs supporting vulnerable consumers

and those in financial difficulty, offering the chance to adapt their

energy habits in order to achieve significant cost savings.

INNOVATIVE TIME OFUSE

Withinmoments of registering an incoming call, SenaptCRM

will automatically populate the user interfacewith the caller's

utility consumption data. The advisor will also have the ability

to effortlessly retrieve historic communications and account

details, enabling an educated, efficient customer service.

EFFICIENT CUSTOMERSERVICEWORKFLOW

With innovated debtmanagement AI integration, ad-hoc

payment options, dynamic billing andmulti-mandate payment

options, SenaptCRM extends efficiency gains through Front of

House and into Accounts and Administration Departments.

ADVANCED INTEGRATEDACCOUNTING FEATURES

SenaptCRM offers additional help for vulnerable customers, with

automatic support when uploading consumer details to the Eco

Register, ColdWeather Payments and HomeDiscount Schemes.

SUPPORT FORVULNERABLECUSTOMERS

Senapt CRM is easy tomodify withminimal training to support

your business processes. Preloadedwith practicable andwell

thought-out processing templates to get you started.

MINIMALBUSINESSDISRUPTION

Six different paymentmethods supported, including

multiple customer debit and credit cards, ad hoc payments

and Crypto-Currencies – Indicative of future-proof technology.

SUPPORTSMULTIPLE PAYMENTMETHODS
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Senapt’s advanced software automatically highlights abnormal

energy spikes and irregular usage by penetrating deeper into

utility data. The resulting information presents an opportunity

for supplier and consumer towork together in pursuit of

lowering energy bills by promoting environmental awareness.

ENVIRONMENTALLYCONSCIOUS



Mywatts is an energy awareness dashboard andmobile companion app,

empowering consumers to closely follow, analyse and control their home utility

usagewith access to live data and service updates evenwhen away from home.

Our heating, lighting and domestic appliance habits changewith theweather –

MyWatts gives the consumer the insight necessary to track and adjust energy

consumption for financial wins and the good of the planet.

WEATHER IMPACTONCONSUMPTION

MyWatts invites the consumer to see a detailed analytics dashboardwith their

home utility data, including usage in Kwh and total spend in £’s, in real time.

Ensuring every consumer knows exactly howmuch energy has been used, at

what time and at what cost.

ACCESS TODEEPDATAANDANALYTICS

myWatts.co.uk
Embracing the smart energy revolution
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According to the Smart-Energy survey,According to the Smart-Energy survey,

84% of people would like the ability to monitor84% of people would like the ability to monitor

their utility usage in real-time with connectedtheir utility usage in real-time with connected

devices and would choose a utility providerdevices and would choose a utility provider

over a competitor based on that ability ifover a competitor based on that ability if

given a choice.given a choice.



Sales of electric cars in the UK increasedSales of electric cars in the UK increased

by 11% last year, putting the country in theby 11% last year, putting the country in the

premier league of those ditching petrolpremier league of those ditching petrol

and diesel engines.and diesel engines.
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A block-chain based, E.V ChargingManagement platform that allows E.V owners

to charge their car at any UK Electric Vehicle Charging Station and then use their

evXcen account card to have the cost added directly to their home energy bill.

Evenwhen using on street charging points evXcen allows you to schedule your

recharge at a time that ismost cost effective for your your home.

EASILYMANAGESCHEDULEDCHARGE TIMES

An archive of E.V charging history including time, date, location and duration

offering a deeper understanding of E.V energy consumption by vehicle.

DETAILEDANALYSIS ANDCHARGINGHISTORY

EvXcen extends the sameE.V benefits to corporate Electric Vehicle drivers,

with the addition of a card sharemanagement system.

EVXCEN FOR FLEETS

evXcen
Freedomand peace ofmind for EV drivers
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Helping your
transition to
the smart grid

As energymoves into the future, suppliers will need to support

customerswith traditional and older versions ofmeters.

Senapt’s highly automated functions still apply to traditional

meters, ensuring as the energy industrymoves forward, no

customer is left behind.

Simplifying your future operations.

A transition is a process

SenaptEaas fully supports both traditional and smartmeters in

the same, efficientmanner allowing suppliers to service

consumers in themost efficientmanner.

SUPPORT FOR TRADITIONALMETERS

To counter the frequency of erroneous transfers in themarket,

Senapt uses BS7666 address standard fromOrdinance Survey to

ensure a 99.999%guaranteed rate of successful registrations.

INTEGRATEDADDRESSDATAVALIDATION

SenaptEaas allow’s suppliers to define contract criteria that is

automatically checked as new contracts are created - Offering

the opportunity to qualify the quality of consumers acquired

through comparisonwebsites.

DYNAMICANDAUTOMATICALLY ENFORCED

CONTRACTCONDITIONS
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SenaptEaas offers Suppliers the option to specify contract

management preferences, with the flexibility to define

automatic actions upon contract expiration.

AUTOMATEDCONTRACTSMANAGEMENT

Senapt’s automated error handling framework allows suppliers

to define default reactions to specific errors, reducing the

unnecessary repetition of time-consuming tasks.

ADVANCED ERRORMANAGEMENT

Smart Grid
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Senapt’s
consumption based
charging model

Senapt’smission: To provide our suppliers with innovative

software solutions in preparation for the challenges presented

by tomorrow’s energy industry.

With Senapt's Consumption Based ChargingModel, the

charge for use is determined by the sale of Kwh through Senapt's

platform – reducing supplier infrastructure charges and

stemming cashflow.

example cost

Electricity charge

0.2235 p/kWh 0.0789 p/kWh

Gas charges

example cost



Part of a bigger group of companies under the Logicor brand, Logicor Energy

are an energy provider supplying electricity across the UK.

Logicor Energy are already extending the benefits of Energy-as-a-Service by

offering low rates to their customerswith the confidence of no fixed-term or

exit charges.

WWW.LOGICOR-GROUP.ORG

Logicor

OURPARTNERS

Weare proud to parter with a host of industry experts who have generously

supported Senapt's vision of Energy-as-a-Service from inception, through

development and into the future of energy.

Our partners
and customers
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If you have any questions or queries regarding Senapt

or any of our software applications please get in touch.

contact@senapt.co.uk

Copyright© 2020 Senapt. All rights reserved.

WWW.SENAPT.CO.UK


